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Government Budgeting In India
Papers presented at the conference held at Shimla in India from 28-30 May 2008.
This book, written by A. Premchand, offers a comprehensive review of fiscal policies and their
implications for budgeting and expenditure controls. It provides an in-depth discussion of
techniques, procedures, and processes of budgeting with illustrative material drawn from the
experiences of industrial and developing countries.
Government budgeting is a dynamic subject. In India, budgetary reforms are a part of the ongoing
efforts to liberalise and globalise the Indian economy. Significant changes have occurred in
India's budgetary policy in the recent past. The purpose of this book is to explain the concepts
and processes involved in the budgetary exercise of the Government of India. It is useful for those
who are interested in understanding the mechanics of government budgeting. The book
describes the structure of the Central Government Budget, including its economic classification.
Parliamentary procedures and controls applicable to budgetary activities of the Government are
explained in detail. Interface between the Central and State Government.
Public Budgeting in India
Performance Budgeting in Government
Public Budgeting in Context
Capital Budgeting in India
India, Central Government Budgets, 1947-48 to 2003-04
Budgeting for Indian Defence
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This book focuses on the realistic challenges faced by the implementation of Gender
Responsive Budgeting in India. It gives insight about the various tools and implementation
methods for the gender equality. Assessing budgets through a gender lens requires
thinking about government finances in a new way. It calls for including equity in budget
performance indicators and examining the impact of budget policies on gender equality
outcomes. It also focuses on the relation between government spending and women's time
spent in unpaid care work such as water and fuel collection, caring for the sick, childcare
and many others. Conducting a gender-responsive budget analysis can be seen as a step
not only towards accountability to women's human rights, but also towards greater public
transparency and economic efficiency. However, the work argues to focus on the broader
framework because that would show the actual commitment of the state. Vacuum analysis
would provide wrong inputs thus there is need to see gender budgeting in consonance to
the entire budgetary allocations and concerned ministries allocation.
Defence Expenditure Is A Very Significant Part Of Central Government Expenditure.
These Book Looks At Various Issues Regarding Defence Budgets In A Detailed And
Analytic Manner. Without Dust Jacket.
A lucid and analytical presentation of the Union Government budgets, with there financial
implications. A valuable book for economists, policy makers and legislators in identifying
the problems leading to fiscal imbalance.
Programme and Performance Budgeting
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Structure, Law, Reform and Results
Gender Responsive Budgeting- A Tool for Gender Equality
Performance Budgeting in India
A Practitioner's Perspective
Public Finance - SBPD Publications
1.Meaning and Scope of Public Finance, 2 .The Principle of Maximum Social Advantage, 3.Public Goods
Vs. Private Goods, 4. Public Budget and Techniques of Budgeting , 5. Deficit Financing , 6. Public
Expenditure : Meaning, Nature, Wagner’s and Wiseman-Peacock’s , 7. Classification and Canons of
Public Expenditure , 8. Effects of Public Expenditure, 9. Public Revenue : Its Classification and Sources , 10.
Canon of Taxation and Characteristics of a Good Tax System, 11. Kinds or Classification of Taxes , 12. The
Division of Tax Burden : Incidence of Tax , 13. Effects of Taxation on Economy, 14. Public Debts : Role and
Classification, 15. Redemption of Public Debt and Management , 16. Financial Federalism and Financial
Adjustment in India, 17.The Finance Commission, 18. Review of Indian Tax System , 19. Budgeting
Procedure and Financial Control in India, 20.Value Added Tax, 21. Goods and Services Tax (GST), 22.
Fourteen and Fifteen Finance Commission , 23. Sources of Income of Central Government , 24. Union
Budget of India, 25. NITI Aayog.
Government is a major player in the development of an economy. Government's public financial operations
involving mobilization of revenue, and its spending has considerable implications on the growth, distribution
and stability necessitating a careful study to enable informed mid course policy corrections to the
macroeconomic developments. A critical review of public expenditure is imperative in ensuring optimal use
of public resources for the maximization of welfare. The book provides an empirical understanding of
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historical trends and composition of public expenditure at the central and the sub national levels; the
effectiveness of public expenditure control systems and accountability issues; the political economy of
spending decisions; public expenditure reforms undertaken in India and international best options that can
guide the corrective process in India. Given the global shift in focus from 'outlays' to 'outcomes' it is
important to put in place a sound framework to track the results of government expenditure programs to
guide the informed expenditure decision making process. The book documents the features of useful
frameworks and steps involved in adopting a robust results framework. Fiscal management of Covid-19 is an
important component of the book. The purpose of this volume is to reach out a comprehensive and updated
understanding of empirical issues in public expenditure and its management in India to the students of Public
Finance.
An excellent ready Budgeting reference. A 'budget' is a measurable articulation of a design for a described
time of time. It might contain designed selling masses and earnings, asset amounts, outlays and costs,
resources, liabilities and hard cash streams. It communicates planned designs of trade components,
corporations, doings either happenings in quantifiable specifications. There has never been a Budgeting
Guide like this. It contains 68 answers, much more than you can imagine; comprehensive answers and
extensive details and references, with insights that have never before been offered in print. Get the
information you need--fast! This all-embracing guide offers a thorough view of key knowledge and detailed
insight. This Guide introduces what you want to know about Budgeting. A quick look inside of some of the
subjects covered: Net present value - Alternative capital budgeting methods, Zero-based budgeting,
Performance-based budgeting - Achieving PBB, Financial management for IT services - Budgeting, Eric
Cantor - Economy, budgeting, and trade, Porto Alegre - Participatory budgeting, Capital budgeting Funding Sources, Marketing operations - Planning & Budgeting, Participatory budgeting - Porto Alegre,
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Budgeting - Government budget, Budgeting - Etymology, Baseline (budgeting), Long range planning Forecasting, Budgeting Organizational Dynamics, Film budgeting - The budget as an advertising tool, Zerobased budgeting - Disadvantages, Budgeting - United States, Film budgeting - Sahara, Capital budgeting Need For Capital Budgeting, Working capital management - Investment analysis and capital budgeting, Zerobased budgeting - Advantages, Budgeting - India, Budgeting - Personal or family budget, Capital budgeting Real options, Performance-based budgeting - Introduction, Capital budget - Factors Influencing Capital
Budgeting, Budgeting - Budget types, Capital budgeting - Equivalent annuity method, and much more...
Central Government Budgets in India
An Annotated Bibliography
Handbook of Research on New Dimensions of Gender Mainstreaming and Women Empowerment
Proceedings of Workshop for Financial Advisers, Government of India
Gender Budgeting and Women Empowerment in India
(The Indian Context)

This book explores public budgeting in India. As government
finances play an important role in the social and economic
development of a nation, it focuses on public budgeting in
the context of India. The respective chapters not only
discuss the underlying principles of budgeting, but also
address the practical issues related to the government’s
financial operations and their macro-economic implications.
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Recently there has been considerable debate surrounding the
size of government, with the neo-liberal framework
advocating a very limited governmental role. This book
provides comprehensive information on the practical aspects
of public budgeting with regard to how governments raise
revenues, how they are spent, the nature of public services
provided, and their implications for the social and economic
development of the country against the backdrop of public
budgeting theory. The topics covered include the
constitutional fiscal framework; theories, structure and
issues related to budgets; mechanisms of budget
construction, budget execution, public budgeting and
performance assessment; government accounting; and financial
accountability.
This book provides an exhaustive and analytical account of
budgetary developments in India since Independence in 1947
with focus on post-1991 reforms. The work is organised into
8 parts, each part containing chapters/information dealing
with some aspect of budgetary policy in India. Part I
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explains the economic role of modern governments,
particularly in developing countries. It describes various
reasons for state intervention in the working of an economic
system with special reference to the provision of public
goods. Part II of this work explains (a) constitutional
provisions and parliamentary procedures and controls
applicable to the budgetary exercise of the Government of
India, (b) structure of the Central Government budget, (c)
functional, economic and cross-classification of the budget
and (d) recent budgetary reforms in India including gender
budgeting. Part III is devoted to taxes, expenditure,
subsidies and debt liabilities of the Central Government.
Defence Budget is one of the most important segments of
government expenditure in India. Firstly, it is to do with
the secretive nature of information pertaining to defence
related issues. The second reason is due to general apathy
towards defence related issues. From the national security
point of view it is important that issues concerning defence
are debated more widely that could lead to viable decision
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and policy making besides ensuring accountability by those
in power. Contrary to popular perception a large amount of
data, both official and otherwise, is indeed available
through open sources to facilitate such a process. It is
with this focus as a backdrop, the current book addresses
certain pertinent issues concerning defence budgeting
process in the country.
With Special Reference to India
Issues of Contemporary Relevance
Government Budgeting and Economic Planning in Developing
Countries
Public Budgeting System In India: A Case Study Of Rajasthan
Fundamentals of Government Budgeting in India
Government Budgeting in Developing Countries
Fundamentals of Government Budgeting in IndiaConcept Publishing CompanyGovernment Budgeting
in IndiaPublic Budgeting in IndiaPrinciples and PracticesSpringer
In India, the Central Government budget is designed mainly to ensure Parliamentary control and
accounting scrutiny. Each year the Government has to obtain the authority of the Parliament to raise
revenues to meet its expenditure. Budget of the government is perhaps the most important annual item
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on the agenda of the Parliament. Budget papers of the Government of India provide glimpses of the
events, challenges, and perceptions of the leaders. They highlight contemporary problems of the Indian
economy and policy measures taken by the government to solve them, making for a fascinating study of
India's march towards development. Fiscal federalism is a subject of topical interest in India in view of
some recent developments of historical importance. The Constitution (Eightieth Amendment) Act, 2000,
significantly changed the manner of distribution of Central tax collections between the Central and State
Governments. Spread over 29 chapters, the book is organized into 2 parts. Part I (chapters 1 to 7) is
titled Government Budgeting Procedures in India. Part II (chapters 8 to 29) is titled Centre-State
Financial Relations (Fiscal Federalism) in India.
Globally, women are facing social, economic, and cultural barriers impeding their autonomy and
agency. Accelerated women empowerment programs often fail to attain their targets as envisaged by the
policymakers due to a variety of reasons, with the most prominent being the deep-rooted cultural norms
ingrained within society. In the era of globalization, empowerment of women demands new approaches
and strategies that encourage the mainstreaming of gender equality as a societal norm. The Handbook of
Research on New Dimensions of Gender Mainstreaming and Women Empowerment is a critical
scholarly publication that examines global gender issues and new strategies for the promotion of women
empowerment and gender mainstreaming in various spheres of women’s lives, including education and
ICT, economic participation, health and sexuality, mental health, aging, law and judiciary, leadership,
and decision making. It provides a comprehensive coverage of all major gender issues with novel ideas
on gender mainstreaming being contributed by men and women authors from multidisciplinary
backgrounds. Gender perspective and intersectional approach in the discourses make this handbook a
unique contribution to the scholarship of social sciences and humanities. The book provides new
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theoretical inputs and practical directions to academicians, sociologists, social workers, psychologists,
managers, lawyers, policy makers, and government officials in their efforts at gender mainstreaming.
With a wide range of conceptual richness, this handbook is an excellent reference guide to students and
researchers in programs pertaining to gender/women's studies, cultural studies, economics, sociology,
social work, medicine, law, and management.
75 Years of Central Government Budgets (1947-48 to 2021-22) and Finance Commissions of India (I to
XV)
Government Budgeting
An Analysis
Public Budgeting and Financial Management (Indian Experience)
Public Economics
This Volume Is A Pioneering Study In The Realm Of Government Budgeting At
The State Level. Its Suggestion Sand Lessons Are Bound To Be Of Utility At The
Cross-State Level In India And Other Developing Countries Which Are Struggling
To Introduce Effective Financial Administration In Government Systems.
With reference to India.
This book explains various aspects of public economics in simple, lucid and nontechnical language. It would connect teachers and students of the subject to the
basic concepts, components and processes of public economics. The book
contains 30 chapters which have been organized into 2 parts. Part I (chapters 1 to
11) is titled Public Economic Theory. It provides conceptual and analytical clarity
as regards fiscal policy, economics of public goods, problems and solutions of
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externalities, and basic principles of taxation. Part II (chapters 12 to 30) is titled
Indian Public Finances. It explains and examines the tax system in India
[including the recently introduced goods and services tax (GST)], theory of public
expenditure, public expenditure in India, sources and management of public debt
in India, government budgeting procedures and fiscal federalism in
India.Governments are big and important in modern times. People depend on
their government to protect themselves against external aggression, internal
disorders, pollution, epidemics, social injustice, exploitation, unemployment and
poverty. Furthermore, a government is expected to: (a) provide educational,
medical and housin
India's Defence Budget and Expenditure Management in a Wider Context
Technical Assistance (financed by the Government of the United Kingdom) to
India for Budget Procedure Reform, Computerization, and Expenditure
Management (ASSAM)
Fiscal Policy for Sustainable Development in Asia-Pacific
An Illustrative Guide
Government Budgeting and Expenditure Controls
Budgets and Budgetary Procedures in India, 1947-48 to 2009-10
Traditionally, economics training in public finances has focused more on
tax than public expenditure issues, and within expenditure, more on
policy considerations than the more mundane matters of public
expenditure management. For many years, the IMF's Public Expenditure
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Management Division has answered specific questions raised by fiscal
economists on such missions. Based on this experience, these guidelines
arose from the need to provide a general overview of the principles and
practices observed in three key aspects of public expenditure
management: budget preparation, budget execution, and cash planning.
For each aspect of public expenditure management, the guidelines
identify separately the differing practices in four groups of countries the francophone systems, the Commonwealth systems, Latin America,
and those in the transition economies. Edited by Barry H. Potter and Jack
Diamond, this publication is intended for a general fiscal, or a general
budget, advisor interested in the macroeconomic dimension of public
expenditure management.
In this comprehensive essay on best practices for government budget
officers, author Edward Anthony Lehan discusses budgeting as a craft
rather than an art requiring virtuoso talent. This distinction is important
because "craftsmanship" implies that the intellectual and practical
aspects of budgeting can be codified and that the requisite knowledge
and skill can be taught and learned. Lehan strikes a critical note in the
opening paragraph by identifying the necessity to ration scarce resources
as the focus of the occupation. Governments employ budget officers to
help publicly accountable officials ration the resources made available to
them by the society they serve. Because the rationing process is
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inherently competitive in nature, good budget officers are particularly
concerned with equity. Their recommendations must rest on a deserved
reputation for impartial analysis. Lehan explores in depth the prescriptive
task of rendering judgments on the merits of public programs through
the application of certain standards, concepts, and measurements that
emphasize efficacy and reduce subjectivity. In examining key concepts,
defining various roles, and providing models of effective thinking and
practice for an array of concerns within the typical budget cycle,
Budgetary Thought for Budget Officers promotes a dynamic intellectual
approach to budget implementation.
Government budgeting is a subject of increasing importance and interest
in India. The high level of administrative, welfare and developmental
activities of the Central Government make for colossal amounts of both
receipts and disbursements. This book explains the concepts and
processes involved in the budgetary exercise of the Government of India.
It describes the Parliamentary procedures and controls applicable to
budgetary activities of the Government, the structure of the Central
budget, and the interface between the Central and State finances. It also
explains the relatively technical aspects of the Central budget, viz. its
functional, economic and cross-classification. More importantly, it also
brings at one place, carefully selected extracts from the budget speeches
of the Union Finance Ministers since Independence. Furthermore, it
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provides a ready source of comprehensive statistical information on
Central Government finances in India.
Government Budgeting in India
Developments in the United States and Feasibilities for India
Facets and Prospects
Budgetary Reforms and Expenditure Management in Government
Budgeting in Third World Countries
Principles and Practices

Gender Budgeting Has Been Internationally Recognized As A
Key Tool For Empowering Women By Incorporating Gender
Perspective And Concerns At All Levels And Stages Of
Development Planning, Policy, Programmes And Delivery
Mechanism. Government Of India Has Adopted Gender Budgeting
For Gender Equity As Mission Statement And Is Widely
Disseminating Tools And Strategies Across Ministries And
Departments. The Importance Of Gender Budgeting Has Been
Stressed Time And Again Different Forum. A Government Budget
Is A Financial Statement Of The Expected Revenue And
Intended Expenditure Of The Government Over A Given Period.
The Government Budget Is Not Simply A Technical Instrument
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For Compiling And Reporting On Government Revenue And
Expenditure Plans But It Is Also A Primary Policy Statement
Made By The Government. The Budget Has Three Crucial
Economic Functions Viz. Allocation Of Resources,
Distribution Of And Wealth, And Stabilization Of Economy.
Gender Responsive Budgets Seek To Uncover The Impact Of
Resource Allocations On Women, Men, Girls And Boys. The
Present Volume Containing Of 34 Well Written Papers
Highlight The Various The Aspects And Dimensions Of Gender
Perspective, Concems And Mainstreaming In Development
Policy, Planning And Programmes. It Also Attempts And
Programmes. It Also Attempts To Assess The Impact Of Gender
Budgeting On Women Empowerment Through Presenting Analysis
Of Specific Case Studies. It Is Hoped That The Present
Volume Will Be Of Immense Importance For The Policy Makers,
Administrators, Development Professionals And Those Who Are
Interested In The Theme For Understanding And Implementation
Of Gender Responsive Budgeting.
Public budgeting structure, process, legal framework and
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policywith examples from industrialized and developing
countries Public Budgeting in Context examines budgeting at
alllevels of U.S. government—federal, state, and local—andin
a sample of governments around the world. The book assesses
thecontext of public budgeting in these governments,
especially thelegal foundations for its practice and how the
process and finalbudgets are impacted by governance
structures, laws, various budgetactors and different
branches of government. The author presentsfocused attention
on the influences on government budgets of theexecutive,
legislative and judicial branches of government,
thebureaucracy, the public and the media. In light of
worldwide fiscalmalaise, especially during and since the
Great Recession, this bookillustrates the heightened
complexity of the budgeting environmentthat pervades all
governments today—industrialized ordeveloping, large or
small. For those who like to dive into the details, the book
presentsnumerous examples of public budgeting as practiced
and points tothe wealth of data available for analyses of
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the budgetary contextand process, budget shares and results
regarding virtually anygovernment of interest. Chapters
cover the constitutional andstatutory provisions for
budgeting in selected governments. Budgetand policy agenda
setting and executive leadership, legislativebudget powers
and the influence of the judiciary on moderngovernment
budgets are exposed. Budget execution requirements ofthe
bureaucracy, the input of customers, clients and citizens
togovernment budgets, and media influences on public budgets
andagencies are highlighted. Budget mechanics—budget
types,formats, timelines and reforms—are introduced and
compared.Taxes and intergovernmental revenues are
considered, withpredominant tax choices at every level of
government in the UnitedStates and those in a select,
developing country represented. Thebook introduces an
emerging method for investigating the outcomesof government
spending—human rights budget analysis—andincludes as an
example the assessment of budget reform and resultsof public
health spending in one selected government. Highlights of
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Public Budgeting in Context Offers a comprehensive text for
understanding public budgetingin governments of a variety of
contexts and capacities and acrossdifferent levels Written
by a noted expert in the field of public budgeting
andfinancial management Contains illustrative examples from
industrialized anddeveloping countries Guides to innumerable
datasets with information aboutgovernments and their budgets
Includes a companion website filled with templates for
budgetand fiscal analysis Unravel the complex issues of
modern public budgeting using thisunique presentation of its
practice in a variety of governments inthe U.S. and a select
sample from around the world.
Budgeting In India: Developments And Perspectives 2.
Planning And Budgetary Process; Budget- Meaning, Principles,
Classifications; Mechanism Budgeting In A Commercial
Organisation 3. Budgeting In Government: Conventional Budget
And Other Formats Of Budget 4. Performance Budgeting:
Meaning, Need & Mechanism 4A. 4B. 5. Zero-Base Budgeting:
Meaning, Characteristics, Benefits, Zbb Process – Decision
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Units And Decision Packages 5A. 5B. 6. Zbb: Implementation
In India – A Case Study Of Research And Development
Organisation 7. Outcome Budgeting 8. Gender Budgeting 9.
Fiscal Responsibility And Budget Management: A Step Towards
Financial Discipline 10. Accrual Accounting In Government:
Concept And Roadmap
Policies and Development Outcomes
Gender Impacts of Revenue Collection in India
Containing a Comprehensive Introduction on Indian Budgetary
Procedures, Extracts from the Budget Speeches of Union
Finance Ministers, Time-series Data on Central Government
Budgets, Related Material on Central Budgets, Glossary of
Budgetary Terms
Guidelines for Public Expenditure Management
Government Budgeting, with Special Reference to India [by]
B. N. Gupta
Gender Budgeting in India
Studies on gender-sensitive budgeting have concentrated on the expenditure side
of government budgets. Through a case study from India, Nirmala Banerjee
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explores the other side of the budget taxes and other means of raising revenue.
By highlighting the relative effects of changes in taxation policy on men and on
women this study will help to raise awareness of gender among those responsible
for planning the tax system, in India and elsewhere."
Budgeting 68 Success Secrets - 68 Most Asked Questions on Budgeting - What
You Need to Know
Budgetary Thought for Budget Officers
Human Rights and Budgets in India
Public Expenditure in India
Theory and Practice
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